
The challenge
Lerch Bates, consulting engineers specialising in moving people 
& materials, required specialist expertise to assist in developing 
new software for designing complex lift systems for many of the 
world’s most iconic buildings, including the Burj Khalifa, Dubai, 
the world’s tallest. 

The soluTion
Cutting edge research and knowledge from Kingston University 
helped the Associates create a unique package of sophisticated 
engineering tools for Lerch Bates including mathematical 
calculation technology, a simulation platform and 3D modelling 
application. The company believes the results of the Knowledge 
Transfer Partnership have given it the edge over its competitors.

Lerch Bates works with property owners, developers and 
architects worldwide to develop lifts, shuttles and escalators in 
the full spectrum of new and refurbished buildings. Many of these 
projects are complex with myriad variable factors which make the 
design and evaluation of transportation systems for them a highly 
complex process. 

Existing computer simulation software could not cope with the 
complexities of the varying design challenges which Lerch Bates 
faced with every new project. The company knew it had to develop 
its own, cutting edge, tools to prosper in this competitive field and 
avoid the need to rely on external organisations. 

Two Associates, Ai Li and Piotr Smolenski worked on the KTP; 
contributing to the project across a wide range of skill areas. Expert 
academic input from Professor Andrzej Ordys, Dr Jaroslaw Francik 
and Dr Andrew Curley in areas including; control engineering, 
event based simulation & 3D building / system / human movement 
modelling also helped engineer approaches & overcome problems.

Lerch Bates is delighted with the outcome of this challenging KTP 
which has provided the company with exactly what it needed. 
The package of tools has assisted its consultants in their everyday 
work, in addition to helping explain difficult technical concepts to 
non-specialist customers and partners. More collaborations with 
KU are planned for the future.

in a nuTshell

  Lerch Bates has secured a unique package of engineering 
tools to assist in design and development of complex lift 
systems

  The system can also be used to explain technical aspects 
of projects to non-specialists. 

  The KTP cost Lerch Bates a fraction of the amount charged 
by commercial companies
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how KTPs worK 
KTPs link businesses to cutting edge academic research 
in their field. Companies gain the services of a talented 
graduate (known as an Associate) for up to three years to 
tackle a specific problem or issue. Associates work with both 
the company and the University to find answers, tap into 
research and make change happen. Many are employed by 
the company after the project finishes. Government money is 
available to subsidise the Partnership.

  Companies gain new cutting-edge knowledge 

 Academics use their research to benefit business directly

 Associates develop professional experience and skills

our TracK record
We have an impressive track record in helping businesses and 
not-for-profit organisations grow. Our team has supervised more 
than 90 successful collaborative schemes and raised more than 
£10million in government funding for enterprise projects in areas 
such as technology, innovation and creativity. 

Outcomes, business links and case studies from these long term 
projects are used by academics in both their teaching and research. 

Knowledge Transfer activity can take different forms ranging from 
four weeks to 36 months. All Knowledge Transfer projects are 
closely monitored and supported throughout their lifecycle. 

Experienced business development and knowledge transfer 
managers can advise companies of the best ways they can tap 
into university expertise. 
  

As an entrepreneur, I wanted to keep 
control of the business. There was a 
tremendous advantage to a Knowledge 
Transfer Partnership with the University. You 
would probably have to raise a million pounds 
minimum to carry this out on a purely 
commercial scale

adrian godwin
european group chairman
lerch Bates
www.lerchbates.eu 

“

“

contact us now to find out how ktps 
can work for your organisation:

t:  020 8417 3407
e:  enterprise@kingston.ac.uk
w:  www.kingston.ac.uk/enterprise


